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there are many types of small girls. these are the most common - lolicon, loli, otaku. lolicon are mainly
about sexualized small girls. the term loli was coined in japan in the 1960s. it is basically a synonym of

loli. the term was coined by tetsuhiko itou, a member of the otaku liberation front (olf). the term is
probably derived from lolita, one of vladimir nabokov's lolita novels. the term was coined from the

anagram of lolit. the olf announced the creation of the term the day after the fan convention "anidana" in
may 1967 in matsuyama, in western japan. cute girls are often considered weird, ugly, or even

poisonous. socially stigmatized children the term loli, or lolicon, describes a subgenre of japanese anime
and manga with anime featuring diminutive female characters that are often treated as sex objects. loli

and loli cute girls are often depicted in anime, manga, pornographic video games, and films such as
lolicon, loli, loli, etc.. visual definition of loli :. not all lolis are considered lolis because of the history of the
word: "in japan, where it was coined in the 1960s, and where its meaning was at the time not generally
understood, the word was used to refer to an older archetype of cute, small female characters that were

not considered sexually desirable. female characters so depicted are considered to be lolicons in the
west. the word has become widely accepted in the west to refer to the modern category of cute, small

female characters who are generally considered sexually desirable. confused about the meaning of loli?
the term loli means "cute" or "amusing" when used in describing a female character. some lolis are

thought of as cutely non-sexual. lolicons is also referred to as kuno-ko or cute girls, and to lolicon, loli, loli
cute girls.
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